Comalatech is a Global Technology Company with team members based in Canada and Spain. Founded in 2007, our steady profits have been reinvested into organic growth alongside meaningful charitable contributions. We are big enough that you’ll have room to grow with us, but small enough that you can still make a difference. We develop top-selling apps for Atlassian products like Jira and Confluence, leading tools for software development and collaboration. Our products, including the award-winning app Comala Document Management, enhance teamwork for thousands of businesses across the world. We provide collaboration, document management, and agile solutions to organizations ranging from small businesses to Fortune 500’s.

Main functions, requisites & benefits

Main functions
To implement product features. To ensure that what is implemented meets the software requirements. To write test cases. To follow the prescribed development processes. To assist on Release Management procedures. To help your teammates succeed. To identify and properly communicate risks and areas of improvement. To provide feedback and suggestions on technical and non-technical issues, through conversations/chats/comments. To help customers troubleshoot their bugs, on a rotating basis - Be aware of Atlassian’s initiatives and most recent developments.

Requisites
DESIRED SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS: Programming in Java and/or Javascript. Using frameworks such as Spring, Typescript, React/Redux, nodejs, Heroku and AWS. Understanding the development lifecycle (Build/Commit/Test). Practicing Agile Development. Writing and speaking in English. BONUS SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS A skillful Software Developer with a minimum of 5 years experience. Knowing Atlassian tools and frameworks (Plugin, Connect, Forge). A team player. A great communicator. An adaptable and responsive person. A creative mind.

Benefits
To work with an international team and global customers from our Bilbao development hub. Remote work flexibility, although we expect you to come work in the office on a regular basis (and our office is amazing: @comalatechteam on Instagram). An environment where you can thrive, learn and apply new technologies and techniques. An annual sport allowance to help you keep a great work/life balance. Summer schedule for you to fully enjoy the sun (wink). Salary range 35k - 50K euro depending on experience.